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The Indian subcontinent (a loose term comprising of India,
Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal, Srilanka, Bhutan and
the Maldives) is home to more than 1.5 billion people
(with more than 1.3 billion in India alone) as per the latest
World Bank estimates [1]. This accounts for nearly a fifth
of the worlds population. The population here is mainly
“young” with more than 65% of the population below the
age of 35. The median age is expected to be 29 years by
the year 2020 [1].
It is a diverse area with wide variations in race, ethinicity,
socioeconomic status, religion, language and cultural prac-
tices across the region [2]. It is also an area of rapidly
changing demographics. Life expectancy in the region is
also gradually increasing from around 36 years in 1947 and
is currently around 67 years [1]. There is an increae in
urbanisation across the region, with only 11% of the
population living in cities at the turn of the 20th century, but
increasing to more than 30% a century later [2].

With this increasing urbanisation, improving economic
status, changing lifestyles and increasing life expectancy,
comes increasing incidence of chronic illnessness such as
diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular diseases [3].
Studies have shown that the prevalence of diabetes and
hypertension is increasing in the region [4, 5]. Recent data
suggest that the prevalence of diabetes in the adult popu-
lation in India is around 8.8% as a whole [6], though in
some urban areas it is as high as 17% [7]. The prevalence of
hypertension is much higher and currently is around 33%
for the whole of south asia [8], and specifically around 33%
in urban india and 25% in rural india [9]. The reasons for
this increase are multifactorial. Changing lifestyles leading
to a more sedentary behaviour could be a major factor. It is
also likely that improved access to health care leads to

higher detection and hence higher reporting of these hitherto
undiagnosed and unreported conditions. Indeed studies
have shown that even in the rural areas the incidence of
hypertension is increasing and this could be a combination
of all the above factors and not least due to improved access
to health care [10].

Bearing this is mind, the Journal of Human Hyperten-
sion has decided to bring out this special spotlight issue on
hypertension in the India. In this issue we look at the var-
ious aspcects of hypertension in the subcontinent. Gupta
et al. [11] and Ghimire et al. [12] describe the current epi-
demiology of hypertension in India and Nepal respectively.
Gupta et al. [11] especially point out the increasing inci-
dence of hypertension even with in the rural populations,
where previously, the incidence of hypertension and other
non communicable diseases were traditionally lower than
the urban populations. Similarly in Nepal, Ghimire et al.
[12] found that hypertension and other cardiovascular risk
factors appear to be increasing in the elderly population.
They have studied the various aspects of risk factors in this
elderly population.

The hypertension society of India, along with their
sister organisations the Association of Physicans of India,
and the Cardiology society of India have published
guidelines for the management of hypertension in the
Indian setting with the latest (third) guidelines [13] pub-
lished in 2013. Due to lack of sufficient local studies,
guidelines in many countries often base their recommen-
dations on western guidelines but modified according to
local conditions [14]. The latest American guidelines [15]
caused much controversy with regards to their new
diagnostic criteria, but the European guidelines [16] kept
them relatively unchanged. Therefore we would expect
new Indian guidelines sometime in the near future with
their recommendations for the indian population. The new
American and European guidelines also attach much
importance to risk stratification and the use of risk stra-
tification models which are lacking in the Indian popula-
tion. In this issue, Wander et al. [17] discuss the
applicability of western guidelines in the Indian setting,
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the need for modification of these guidelines to suit local
requirements and the need for a local risk stratification
model.

Like Hypertension, the incidence of diabetes is also
increasing at an alarming rate [6]. Hypertension often
coexists in diabetics. Tighter control of blood pressure is
essential in diabetic patients [15, 16]. Viswanathan et al.
[18] study the scope of blood pressure control in diabetic
patients in India and the challenges faced by physicians to
attain optimal blood control in these patients.

In addition to cardiovascular complications, hypertension
is also associated with microvascular and macrovscular
cerbrovascular disease. Dementia or cognitive impairment
is an important microvascular complication of hypertension,
which could be due to white matter changes as a result of
microvascualr disease [19]. Hypertension is also a major
risk factor for strokes and cognitive impairment is common
after strokes [20]. Good blood pressure control has been
shown to delay the progression of dementia [21], although
the recent SPRINT-MIND trial did not show a statistical
benefit of intensive BP control [22]. In this special issue
Nair et al. [23] explore the risk of dementia in hypertensive
patients in India and the management of these patients in the
indian setting.

In a vast country like India where majority of the
population live in rural areas, delivery of care is often a
problem [24]. Coupled with low socioeconomic status and
low literacy levels, health education programmes may not
have the intended effect and government led healthcare
programmes may not reach the people that it is intended to
reach. Sharma et al. [25] from the public health foundation
of India discuss a new strategy of providing education to
primary care physicians in the rural setting and proving that
this improves patient care. Some of the other topics covered
in this spotlight include seasonal variation in blood pressure
in India [26], and the role of repeated blood pressure
measurements in the indian setting [27].

The editorial board of the Journal of Human Hyperten-
sion hope that this special India spotlight issue would help
to focus attention on the emerging problem of hypertension
in the subcontinent. We hoep it would help raise awareness
of the magnitude of the problem, the various obstacles
involved in the implementation and delivery of healthcare
and help to provide some solution to these issues.
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